SCHEDULE 1

WRP AREAS
Date submitted to the MDBA
Item
no.

1
2

Water resource plan area

Australian Capital Territory (surface water)
Australian Capital Territory (groundwater)

30 April 2019
30 April 2019
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SCHEDULE 2

SPECIFIED ACTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION COMMITMENT
Definitions for this Schedule
In this Schedule, unless otherwise indicated, a term used in the Commonwealth Water Act 2007 or the Basin Plan has the meaning
given by the Act or Basin Plan, respectively.
Action

Additional requirements

Timeframe within which action will be
COMPLETED

For the 2019-2020 water accounting period, the Australian Capital Territory
will report to the Authority, within four months after the end of the water
accounting period:
(a) the quantity of water permitted to be taken from each SDL resource unit
of the WRP area for consumptive use, determined by applying one of the
following methods:
(i)

if there is a WRP for the relevant WRP area, by applying the
accredited method; or

(ii)

1

(iii)

if a proposed WRP for the WRP area has been submitted but has not

The report must be consistent with s 71
of the Act, Basin Plan Chapter 6 Part 4,
and the associated Authority's SDL
Reporting and Compliance Framework.
For paragraphs (c) and (d) of this action,
compliance with the SDL must be
assessed in accordance with the method
specified in the Basin Plan Chapter 6 Part
4, and as if:
- the quantity reported in

been accredited by 30 June 2019, the method specified in the

paragraph (a) of this action was

proposed WRP in relation to the requirements of sections 10.10 and

annual permitted take for

10.12; or

s 6.10(1) (surface water) or

if the circumstances in action 2 apply, the method specified in

s 6.12B(1) (groundwater) and

material provided under action 2 (in relation to the requirements of

-

paragraph (b) of this action was

sections 10.10 and 10.12).
(b)

annual actual take for s 6.10(2)

the quantity of water actually taken from each SDL resource unit,

(for surface water) or s 6.12B(2)

determined by applying one of the following methods:
(i) if there is a WRP for the relevant WRP area, by applying the
accredited method; or

the quantity reported in

(groundwater).
-

for any of the period during
which there is no WRP for the
WRP area - the application of
the method and rules in Actions
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Within 4 months after the end of the
2019-2020 water accounting period.

Additional requirements

Action

Timeframe within which action will be
COMPLETED

(ii)

(iii)

if a proposed WRP for the WRP area has been submitted but has not

1 (a) and (b) (or 2 if pertinent) of

been accredited by 30 June 2019, the method specified in the

this Schedule is taken to be the

proposed WRP in relation to the requirements of section 10.15; or

operation of the WRP, for

if the circumstances in action 2 apply, the method or methods

s 6.12(4)(a) for surface water, or

specified in material provided under action 2 (in relation to the
requirements of section 10.15).
(c)

an assessment of compliance with the SDL of each SDL resource unit
(determined by reference to inputs submitted by The Australian Capital
Territory under paragraphs (a) and (b))

(d)

if there has been non-compliance with the SDL of an SDL resource unit the actions that the Australian Capital Territory proposes to take to

s 6.12C(4)(a) for groundwater.
The Authority will use the report
provided under this action as an
equivalent to the report required by
s 71(l)(g) and (h) of the Act, to track the
Australian Capital Territory's
performance in meeting Basin Plan
expectations, including compliance with
SDLs.

ensure that the limit is complied with in the future.

2

If a proposed WRP for the WRP area:
(a) has been submitted but has, before 16 June 2019, been withdrawn,
- submit to the Authority material which meets Basin Plan WRP requirements
set out in sections 10.10,10.11,10.12,10.13 and 10.15 of the Basin Plan.
For the Australian Capital Territory (surface water) WRP area (Item 1 in
Schedule 1):
(1) MDBA and ACT to work with New South Wales to develop a process
for enabling two-way interjurisdictional water trading between NSW
and the ACT.

3

(2) MDBA and ACT to provide progress report against the NSW/ACT
agreed workplan.
Note: The Australian Capital Territory acknowledges the Ministerial Council
agreement on 14 December 2018 to enable two-way interjurisdictional water
trading between NSW and the ACT

The material must address all the
matters set out in the Basin Plan sections
specified in column 1.

Material must be provided on or
before 30 June 2019.

The agreed process to enable interstate
trade, the workplan for the agreement, is
to be agreed by both the Australian
Capital Territory and New South Wales.

NSW/ACT agreed workplan to be
provided to the Authority and
progress report against the NSW/ACT
agreed workplan implementation on
or before 30 June 2019.

The Australian Capital Territory will
engage with the Authority on the
possible implications of the approach on
interstate trade and any amendments
that would be required to either
Schedule D of the Act or its protocols.
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ACT confirms support of the NSW/ACT
workplan update by 30 June 2019.
MDBA to work with ACT and NSW to
map out the legislative changes that
will be required to enable two-way
interjurisdictional water trading

Timeframe within which action will be
Action

Additional requirements
COMPLETED

between NSW and the Australian
Capital Territory by 30 August 2019.

Note: the development of two-way trade arrangements between NSW and
ACT are not WRP dependent, however, it will be necessary to prepare these in
a timely manner and consistent with Basin Plan trading rules and appropriate
protection of third party impacts.

MDBA to prepare an agenda paper in
consultation with ACT and NSW for
Basin Officials Committee and
Ministerial Council meetings in August
2019, to establish agreement for the
ACT as a trading zone.
MDBA to work with NSW and the ACT
to implement necessary
Commonwealth legislative changes to
give effect to the ACT as a trading
zone as soon as practicable after a
trading option has been agreed.
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